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Abstract - The modern world all of them using internet and searching data according to their needs but the result of
the data is not accurate some added impurities added in the data that impurities has removing is the important
concept of the data mining in the dataset. In our new approach we are going to eliminate the impurities in the data.
Those impurities are called as the outliers. We are going to use the Advance Segment Intelligence Chronicle Data
Detection (ASICDD) algorithm to eliminate the outliers in the searching data’s and give the best result to the user’s
need in this methodology the data searching is the best performance and it going give the exact result to the user.
During the process of cluster the data has comes like bunch of the data that data we are going to eliminate the
impurities. Basically the clustering two type of clustering first one data mining and spatial mining these are the two
types. In that we are going to use the data mining and eliminate the impurities like fraud detection and removing the
unwanted data’s. Here we are going to use the three values to find the outliers. First value tendency this tendency
value base on the local behaviour and second value has used in the kernel k clustering the type of local outlier factor
based method and third value has the threshold. It used to give the better performance of the data clustering.
Key Words: Data Mining Outline Detection, Data Uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION
To day every one surfing the internet and searching the any data from the database server getting their
result in these days every searching the data has comes like a dataset that data set has give to the user. The user
has find the actual data from the data set it is very tedious process to search the data from the data set. In that
particular impurities data is called as the outlier data that data has giving the irritation to the use because user
should not get the appropriate results it is very difficult to get their original data. So that we are going to
eliminate the outlier data from the data set it is very important and very useful to the user’s to search the data. in
medical application to find the data to easily retrieve the data in the scanning methodology.
Extraction of information is not the only process we need to perform; data mining also involves other
processes such as Data Cleaning, Data Integration, Data Transformation, Data Mining, Pattern Evaluation and
Data Presentation. Once all these processes are over, we would be able to use this information in many
applications
Data mining is also used in the fields of credit card services and telecommunication to detect frauds. In
fraud telephone calls, it helps to find the destination of the call, duration of the call, time of the day or week,
etc. It also analyzes the patterns that deviate from expected norms.
And also outlier detection has used in the wide range of application fraud detection method in credit
cards, insurance and health care methodology so much of the outlier detecting methods detect the existing data.
The outlier detection has different types clustering based, density based. In that we are going to develop the
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algorithm to remove the outlier data’ from the original searching data. normally the outlier detection has handle
with imperfect labels propose the approach by generating the description on training data set. The SVDD is the
algorithm has used to detect the outlier in the various domain fields. Support vector data description is the
commonly used algorithm. In that there are different types of methodology have to be the outlier detection
technique they are partitioning method, hierarchical method, density based method, grid based method, model
based method and constraint based method.
Here we are going to cluster the data in different application like research, pattern recognition, data
analysis and image processing. In existing approach they are using the outlier detection using the two values to
calculate the outliers so it will give the result has little bit slow and not in the searched correct output format so
we are going to make a new approach to find the outlier in the data mining clustering.
II. RELATED WORK
Data Mining is defined as the procedure of extracting information from huge sets of data. In other
words, we can say that data mining is mining knowledge from data. The tutorial starts off with a basic
overview and the terminologies involved in data mining and then gradually moves on to cover topics such as
knowledge discovery, query language, classification and prediction, decision tree induction, cluster analysis,
and how to mine the Web. The data mining contain the some important parts in the data mining data cleaning
is used to reduce the noise and inconsistent data, data integration is used to multiple the data , data selection
analyse the task are retrieved from the database data transformation performing the aggregation operation data
mining extract the data patterns pattern evaluation patterns are evaluated, knowledge presentation knowledge
is represented.

Figure 1

2.1 PARTITIONING METHOD
In that method database has take it as a n objects and method has construct the symbol k of portioned
data. Each cluster will represent the data has K<=N each group have one object. In that partition method k has
construct the initial portioning. In this technique has improved the partition by moving objects in a single group.
2.2 HIERARCHAL METHOD
Decomposition of the data objects in this methodology we going to use the two methods
agglomerative approach method, divisive method the agglomerative method has using the bottom up approach
and make it a separate group merging the object in to group using nearby nodes. It continuous up to al the nodes
come in to a single object or meet the condition.
2.3 DIVISIVE APPROACH
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This approach is directly proposed to agglomerative approach (top-down approach) here all the object
has combined into a one single cluster that cluster has convert into to the single or separate cluster is met the
condition or terminate the condition once it has split or merge the data objects we can’t do the undo.
2.4 DENSITY BASED METHOD
Serially growing the density has in the neighbourhood exceed the threshold this method contain the
minimum least number of points in the density. Constrained based method clustering is doing by the
incorporation user application oriented constraint gives the proper communication at the time of the cluster
process constraint has denoted by the user or application is called as the constrained based methodology.
Text database is the large amount of data documents this data documents contains the several information’s like
emails web pages etc in the text data contain the so much of unwanted data has like the project document
contain the abstract, introduction, reference, propose and so much of unstructured or in appropriate data will be
there in the project document so that the data mining is the important and very useful.
2.5 GETTING INFORMATION
Information getting is the process because every text document doesn’t contain the only the text data it
have the some other information’s diagrams and other events will be there in the particular text document. The
main problem the data retrieval has comes by the user search query string or information of keywords.
Outlier detection is the method of broad spectrum technique. It is used for detecting the outlier fundamentals. It
has many approaches detect the outliers it is the abnormal condition. Outlier detection can find the unwanted
dataset factors fault factory protection of normal and abnormal data in the real time. It used by the time series
analysed by the statistics [1].
Anomaly detection attempt to provide the reduce the discrete symbolic sequence to identify the these
problem normal database according to the normal sequence sub sequence with large sequence in that we have
the lot of solution have to find the outlier detection of anomaly discrete function. Normally outliers are identify
as the anomalies statistics of the data. Data is retrieved from the different set of locations using many process so
that outlier detection is used to identify the abnormal data it will reduce the or impact of the data.[2][3].
Anomaly detection points the problem of detecting structures in data is not Exact to expected data by
the user. These undefined structure are denoted as unwanted, outliers, , exceptions, different application. In
these, anomalies, outliers are two terms used in the method of anomaly finding process. [4].
Outlier is stands for a looking that "shows" to be unwanted with none looking in the form of data.
Outlier is a less possibility that it develop from the related spatial arrangement as of the looking dataset. Apart
from this, an ultimate value is an looking have a low possibility of appearance but not be stable show to original
from the data set [5].
Huge amount of data that are stored in the databases, Maximum requirement for competent analysis
way to prepare the information having internally in the data. Knowledge discovery databases (KDD) is stands as
the unimportant and identifying the actual, useful, and ultimate known knowledge from the data set [6].
A distance-based Method use the wavelength method for analyse each pair of object of the data.
Distance-based explanation represents an important tool in the data analysis method. These statements are
computationally effective, so distance-based outlier ranks are monotonic non-increasing methods of the section
of the database. Now a day, lots of algorithms has been introduced detecting distance based outliers very quickly
and efficiently [7].
The research of kind condition is nontrivial factor of huge data set and lot’s of level of differentiation
proposed at various levels of the research. The statics is further complex by the huge difference that may occur
at different possibility used to investigate the similar gene. We are find that, after doing use of the hold
information provided by the MM probes, we utilize a set of 21 Hu6800 ever (Hofmann et al., 2002) to enlarge
our treatment. This kind of data set in terms of excellence and sample size, of a data set from a particular lab
experiment. We have test the methodology to different sets of arrays from different lab and get same results
[8][9].
For a Better Classification the initial stage of the data processing is the important. Better processing has
the reduce the unwanted data and retain the good quality of the information is possible. Normally we have the
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more number of objects in the training set basically use the small amount of features most of the procedures
should not find the good classification of the finishing data boundaries. The better pre-processing the more
number of object per feature has reduce the differentiation problem can be easily solved [10].
A Bulk of new projects has developed unsure databases about particular application needs. For
imagine, the control application familiarize query reworking formula to take out to remove and invariable
answers from impure data under possible semantics. Functions are also introduced to derive possibilities of
impure details. Major aspects of the familiar application is that it allow real time and dynamic data removing
such a kind of removing and consistent respond may be attend for sequence[11].
Preparation graphs having a examine graph from a huge graph information is a important process in
many graph-based Projects, including intermediate compounds identifying, protein prediction, and pattern
recognition. Whatever, graph data processing by these projects is an often unwanted error, uncompleted, and
impure because of the way the data is given. We analyse sub graph query on the impure graphs. Normally , we
look at the problem of give the threshold-based possibility query on the a huge abnormal graph database with
the possibility of semantic world[12][13].
2.6 FUNDAMENTAL MEASURING FOR RETRIEVING THE TEXT
We have to check the accuracy of the system has to be retrieve the data based on the users given input if the
document contain the relevant query in the document according to users given is called as the {relevant} ŀ
{relevant}

Figure 2

Precision
Percentage of retrieved documents are called as the precision we can defend as
Precision=|{relevant}ŀ{retrieve }|/|retrieve|
Recall
Recall is the percentage of document relevant in the user’s query or input.
Recall = Precision=|{relevant}ŀ{ retrieve }|/|Relevant|
III. PROPOSED DESIGN
Our proposed new Advance Segment Intelligence Chronicle Data Detection algorithm has used to
remove the out layer in the data according to the user’s search or key word. In this algorithm has we are using
the three important functions to work the algorithm they are tendency, kernel and threshold in this three things
has to do the performance of our algorithm. In earlier algorithm has detecting the values likelihood and kernel
this is very difficult to calculate the likelihood values so that we are going to deal with a problem through the
tendency value
Tendency value has calculated using the two ways single tendency and multiple tendencies.
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3.1 SINGLE TENDENCY
Tendency calculated by the user query and it convert into the degree of the user query. E.g. user query is take it
as x(t) the degree of the converted value has been m[x(t)]
3.2 MULTIPLE TENDENCIES
The multiple tendency has calculated by the user input and converted in to series of the covariance degree that
value has represented by (x(i), mt(xi),x(j) mn(xj) in that equation has the xi is represent the relation of the user
input keyword.
In this two types of the tendency value has calculating and generating the tendency value for each input data.
IV. ADVANCE SEGMENT INTELLIGENCE CHRONICLE DATA DETECTION ALGORITHM
Input: Input Value or key word
1: Initialize input key word S, S: = {nr’1 …... nr’l};
2: compute t, t: = Tendency value
3: for checking s=t do
4: compute k where k: = Kernel value
5: check s=k do
6: compute th , th= threshold
7: check s= th; then do
S(t),S(k),S(th)= s(t,k,th);
S=(t,k,th)
8: return s;
9: else
10: check S
4.1 ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
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Figure 3

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The existing method has many drawbacks to the data clustering because it create the likelihood and it find the
kernel only so the data accuracy has not to estimated level so that we are using the algorithm has give the best
result compare to the existing method.
5.1.1 CONFUSION MATRIX

Predicted table

Target class
Negative class

Target class
True Positive
False Positive

Negative class
False Positive
True Positive

Table 1

In this confusion matrix has contain the target class and negative class and the target class has contain the
value of the true positive and false positive has been vice versa in the negative class
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Figure 4

5.1.2 DATA SET DESCRIPTION
Data set

Description

Data
Set

#of
features

Abalone

Classes
rest

1-8

4177

10

Spam base

Other
spam

vs

4601

57

Thyroid

Class 2 vs rest
3

3428

21

letter

Class 1 vs rest

6238

617

Table 2

These are the existing algorithm result but our algorithm should be work like that
5.2 CONFUSION MATRIX

Predicted
table

Target
class
Negative
class
Threshold

Target
class
True
Positive
Threshold

Negative
class
False
Positive
Threshold

False
Positive
Table 3

True
Positive

Threshold
Threshold
True
Positive
False
Positive

In the above table contain the three values we are using our algorithm the third value is called as the
threshold it used find the data with complex method.
5.2.1 DATA SET DESCRIPTION
Data set
Abalone
Spam base
Thyroid
letter
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Table 4

Figure 5

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In our algorithm consist of the result has been compare to the earlier algorithm it will be the better and gives
the result in 90% of the user given query or key word. So this algorithm has the successful algorithm compare
to the earlier outlier detection algorithm if the algorithm contain the three values so that the comparing and
cluster and mapping the data set has checking the correct value and it convert to the actual result of the search
by the user. The future work of this paper has reduce the complexity of the values is tendency, kernel and
threshold value and reduce the timing value of the algorithm and it should gives the ninety percentage of the
result but in future we have to obtain the result has more than ninety percentage compare to the our algorithm
then the data mining or text mining has is very useful for the further investigation and research in the data or text
mining in this domain.
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